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Abstract 

Although sandwich panels are widely used in the industry, the limitations in the cores’ structure designs and 

materials restrain their use in stiffness- or strength-critical applications without increasing the sandwich panels’ 

dimensions. The use of additive manufacturing over conventional fabrication methods enabled us to create complex 

but mechanically competent core geometries without increasing the panels’ overall dimensions. Seven core 

structures were 3D printed of Nylon PA12 using powder bed fusion and were tested for their strength and stiffness 

using three-point bending test. The novel 3D printed core structures were combined, for the first time in the 

literature, with thin CFRP face sheets. The small Re-entrant and Gyroid structures achieved the highest strength 

and stiffness values respectively, while the 3D printed conventional honeycomb structures performed the poorest 

among all other core structures. The stiffness and strength values were normalised using the samples weights and 

the gyroid structure recorded the highest specific stiffness and strength, making it ideal for supporting weight-

critical applications such as motorsport and aerospace. 
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1. Introduction 

In structural engineering, sandwich composite materials are widely used in weight-critical applications in 

motorsports and aerospace industries where foam has been an ideal feature for forming sandwich cores [1]. These 

materials, however, show a significant deformation under bending and can be limited when scaled. As a result, 

researchers developed alternative materials with better mechanical properties including cellular auxetic structures 

such as hexagonal and re-entrant honeycomb cores and lattice truss structures etc [2].  

Several studies, both experimental and numerical, highlighted the superiority of those structures over conventional 

foam sandwiches in terms of their bending and impact resistance [3-6]. Despite that, the improvement in the 

mechanical properties was achieved on the expense of the sandwich weight which significantly increased due to 

enlarging the cell’s dimensions and the need for thicker skin sheets required for stiffness [7]. Such limitations then 

pave a path for complex structures with better performance to be additively manufactured and to overcome 

traditional fabrication methods limitations such as extrusion, forming and corrugation [8, 9].  

Using 3D printing, the compressive resistance of a continuous fibre corrugated structure was investigated using a 

Kevlar fibre reinforced PLA (Polylactic acid) [10]. Although a good compressive strength of 17 MPa was recorded, 

only one type of composites was tested using a relatively small-scale sample of 60×60 mm2 in size. In a different 

work, Dikshit et al. [11] used inkjet 3D printing to produce two vertical pillared corrugated cores which were 

fabricated using 80% ABS and 20% flexible rubber with two Kevlar-Nylon face sheets and the vertical pillared 

sine wave corrugation presented a greater resistance compression that the vertical pillared trapezoidal corrugation 

structures. Although the use of reinforced composites may offer a better compressive strength compared to 

traditional 3D printed thermoplastic components, the process control and optimisation may take long time and can 

be a challenge in some cases. Moreover, fibre-related defects such as misalignment may jeopardise the components 
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strength and integrity. Finally, sandwich panels in most cases are not used to support a single type of loading such 

as compression and hence the panels’ performance under realistic and complex state of stress is still required to be 

characterised. 

PLA hexagonal and auxetic cores structures were produced using a different 3D printing method called material 

extrusion and their resistance to low-velocity impact and compression was evaluated in various works [12-14]. 

Although good compression resistance was reported in [13, 14], tests were limited to only compression and the 

samples’ small size, which only contained a few unit-cells, did not confirm the panels’ performance when they are 

made of larger sizes similar to that used in real-life situations where longer span or larger areas of interest are 

served. Additionally, PLA material used in [12] is a stiff material compared to rubber or nylon that may be more 

suited for impact absorption applications.  

In a related investigation conducted by Li T. and Wang L. [15], the bending strength was analysed for three acrylic-

based photopolymer cores: honeycomb, re-entrant and the truss. Besides the fact that the authors only tested simple 

designs that do not require 3D printing for their manufacture, the samples’ stiffness values of 2.6 to 33 N/mm were 

deemed to be very low to serve in most of the industrial applications. Moreover, the Verowhite material’s 

properties degrade when operating above 50°C temperature, making the sandwich structures made of such material 

unstable above this temperature and unsuitable to serve motorsports applications in which the panels may be used 

near the engines or areas where heat is generated. Finally, Sun et al. [16] numerically investigated the behaviour of 

corrugated truss cores using models with industrially useful dimensions but the simulations results however were 

not validated using any experimental data. 

Recently, more attention [17-19] has been paid to permeable/cellular continuous surface structures such as triply 

periodic minimal surface architectures due to their enhanced strength and stiffness combined with reduced density. 

Some investigations utilised [20-23] various filling materials (sand etc.) to increase the structures’ stiffness and 

their impact absorption tolerance. Since 3D printing is a suitable method for manufacturing such structures, Qin et 

al. [19] characterised 3D printed graphene gyroid material in terms of its tensile and compressive strength. 

Although various cell sizes and material densities were investigated, only tube-shaped samples were created and 

they were not compared to any other readily available structures such as auxetic, honeycomb or lattice truss 

structures. 

From the literature, it can be noted that the research in this area is in its infancy so far and a full understanding of 

the behaviour of the 3D printed cores is still required. In a previous work [24], we conducted a numerical and 

experimental study on 3D printed honeycomb and auxetic structures and compared their strength to the 

commercially available aluminium honeycomb cores. Although the Al cores offered the highest normalised 

strength and stiffness, the re-entrant cores were superior in terms of both flexural strength and stiffness, which can 

be significantly important in strength- and stiffness-critical applications. Despite that, the previous work used only 

one cell size for comparison and a more detailed study is still needed for investigating a wider range of core 

designs.  

In this paper, bending strength and stiffness of seven different core structures with various unit cells’ sizes were 

investigated including, for the first time, triply periodic minimal surface structures which were not used before in 

composite sandwich materials. The industrial relevance is achieved using relatively large-scale sandwich panel 

with CFRP face sheets which are preferable by the industry. 

2. Material and Experimental Setup 

Seven different cores were designed and fabricated including Honeycomb with small (HS) and large (HL) cell sizes 

(Fig 1), Re-entrant honeycomb from the class of auxetic core structures with small (RS) and large (RL) cell sizes 

(Fig 2), Pyramid (P) and Hierarchical Pyramid (HP) lattices from the octahedral core class (Fig 3-4) and lastly a 

triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) structure known as Gyroid (G) [25] (Fig 5).  
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(a) (b)    

Fig 1.  

 

 (a)         (b)    

Fig 2. 

The two pyramid lattice structures shape shown in Fig 3 and 4 were designed based on the structures numerically 

investigated in [16]. The cores’ dimensions provided in the appendix were selected based on manufacturing 

constraints as well as avoiding undesired buckling of the struts, which may cause premature failure. Moreover, the 

dimensions selected allow for a feasible 3D printing of the small corrugated structures shown in Fig 4.  

(a)  (b)   

(c)  

Fig 3.  
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(a) (b)  

(c)  

Fig 4. 

For the gyroid core structures, the gyroid’s wall thickness was kept to 1 mm, consistently with the other types of 

cores’ dimensions. For more details on this core’s design, please refer to the appendix. 

The unit cell curve of the gyroid structure shown in Fig 5 is usually expressed using the following formula [26]: 

𝑓(x, y, z) = a (sin x cos x) +  b (sin x cos z) + c (sin z cos y) + β                                   (1) 

Where a, b, and c are spatial variables that range over an interval of 2π to generate a unit cell, while β is used to 

determine the required solid fraction. The variables a, b, and c are also used to control the shape of the TPMS unit 

cell when certain structure strut angle is required to support internal loads in a certain direction or when 

manufacturing parameters restricts the cell’s dimensions. The strut angle used in this research is 45º to ensure 

isotropic mechanical properties and homogeneous distribution of mass across the core. Previous research [27] 

studied the gyroid’s compressive strength and proposed a preferred deformed unit cell shape using the principle of 

the strut angle to provide the required strength in the uniaxial direction. Due to the nature of the application 

investigated in this article, three-dimensional shear and normal stresses will develop in the core and hence the 

structural unit cell needs to support the internal loads in all direction, hence the gyroid geometry detailed in the 

appendix was selected. 

(a)    (b)     

Fig 5.  

The face composite sheets shown in Fig 6 were fabricated using carbon fibre 2/2 twill weave 3k 240 g sheets. A 

wet layup technique was followed to make up three sheets using a quasi-isotropic layup method and EL2 Epoxy 

Laminating Resin mixed with AT30 slow epoxy hardener at a ratio of 100:30 was used to give a final sheet 

thickness of 1 mm. The samples were cold cured at room temperature for 24 hours to prevent any potential 

degradation of the 3D printed cores properties that usually occur with accelerated curing processes such as the use 

of an oven. The sheets were attached to the cores using the same type of epoxy.  
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  (a)                  (b)  

Fig 6.  

The sandwich stiffness is an essential property for various applications because it minimises the in-plane deflection 

when the sandwich serves as a beam. The bending stiffness of a sandwich panel can be expressed using [28] : 

𝑆𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑐ℎ = 𝐸𝑓𝑑2ℎ𝑓 [
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Where Ef and Ec are the elastic moduli of the face sheets and the core respectively, d, hc and hf are shown in Fig 7. 

 

Fig 7. 

It can be seen from Eq.2 that the first term emphasises the fact that the core’s contribution to the sandwich stiffness 

is insignificant due to the small core to face modulus ratio, which is a well-known effect for most core/face 

materials combinations. The second term in the equation only provides a significant contribution to stiffness when 

a large face-to-core thickness ratio is used. Although thicker face sheets enhance the panels stiffness, thin skin with 

relatively high modulus is commonly used for most applications to minimise the panel’s weight. Clarsson and 

Kardomateas [28] provided an empirical relation (Eq.3) that can be used to determine whether the face sheets are 

considered thin. If the ratio is less than 5.35, the face sheets are considered thick and the panel will perform as a 

stiff and rigid component and may not fully utilise the combination of the flexible, but weak, core and the strong, 

but stiff, face sheets. 

ℎ𝑐

ℎ𝑓
≥ 5.35                                                                                                  (3) 

This condition is satisfied in our case with a thickness ratio of 13/1 which ensures a balanced composite sandwich 

panel behaviour. Thicker skins may not meet the aforementioned requirement due to increasing the panel’s weight, 

providing excessive stiffness and significantly reducing the core’s contribution to the sandwich functionality. 

Moreover, a reasonable thickness of 1 mm will eliminate the likelihood of the panel’s failure due to localised 

compression and skin wrinkling that result from using excessively flexible skins that are usually weak under 

compression.  
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All of the cores were 3D printed using EOS PA2200 powder (also known as Nylon PA12) which was laser fused 

using a FORMIGA P110 machine. The process parameters and the materials properties are given in Table 1.  

The overall sample dimensions are 150×75×17 mm³ and the three-point bending test was carried out using a 

Testometric FS500CT 500 kN machine with a 20 mm/min (0.33 mm/s) loading speed, 20 N preload, a span of 110 

mm and a maximum deflection limit of 25 mm to ensure safe deformation of the samples without losing contact 

with the supporting pins. The loading and supporting pins diameters were 30 mm and 10 mm respectively  as 

shown in Fig 8).   

 (a)          (b)  

Fig 8. 

Table 1.  

Process Parameters Material’s Properties 

Laser Type CO2, 10.6 µm  Bulk Density [g/cm3] 0.45 

Laser Power [W] 30 Laser-Sintered Part’s Density [g/cm3] 0.93 

Scanning Speed [m/s] 5 Ave. Particle Size [µm] 56 

Layer Height [mm] 0.1 Tensile Modulus [MPa] 1700 

Scanning Direction Y Tensile Strength [MPa] 48 

Processing Temp [⁰C] 170 Melting Temperature [⁰C] 172-180 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

-Failure and delamination 

All samples were tested using the three-point bending test to evaluate the flexural strength, modulus and stiffness. 

Except for the gyroid and the pyramidal structures, all sandwiches shown in Fig 9 suffered deformation and failure 

at the centre of the core due to a crack initiated in the lower part where the maximum bending tensile stress is 

accompanied with the maximum shear stress. The two pyramidal structure failed to the left of the loading pin while 

the gyroid structure withstood the load without breakage and only showed plastic deformation until the loading pin 

exceeded the pre-determined 20 mm displacement. For both pyramidal samples, a localised fracture is observed at 

the edge of the sample which did not propagate through the entire structure as observed in the other cases.  

Generally speaking, the core structures ultimately fails due to in-plane shear stresses developed in the core, induced 

by the shear forces at the middle of the span; however, more details will follow in the next section to discuss the 

failure mechanism of each core type. It is important to note that the exact failure location due to in-plane shear 

110 mm 
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stresses may not always be located at the centre of the sandwich due to many reasons including the presence of 

manufacturing defects such as un-sintered powder particles, porosity and the weak connection between the 3D 

printed layers etc. Under excessive stresses, such imperfections act as nuclei for cracks initiation and propagation 

within the cores until the material’s maximum distortion energy is exceeded and failure occurs.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig 9.   

All sandwiches suffered from face/core debonding at either the bottom or the top adhesive layer, or at both 

interfaces as in HS (see Fig 9). Due to the use of the manual layup of the large preformed composite sheets, the 

adhesion of the two components may vary over the large area and the face/core interface may include invisible and 

small areas of poor bonding that may be represented by “islands” or small cracks. Using the linear elastic fracture 

mechanics concepts and according to Hutchinson and Suo [31], those interface cracks between two different 

materials are inherently loaded in mixed-mode stresses because of the contrast in the materials physio-mechanical 

properties across the crack interface. Therefore, although the in-plane shear stresses are usually minimal at the 

Large Honeycomb (HL) Large Honeycomb (HL) 

Honeycomb Small (HS) Honeycomb Small (HS) 

Re-entrant Large (RL) Re-entrant Large (RL) 

Re-entrant Small (RS) 

Pyramid (P) 

Re-entrant Small (RS) 

Pyramid (P) 

Hierarchical Pyramid (HP) Hierarchical Pyramid (HP) 

Gyroid (G) Gyroid (G) 

2 cm 2 cm 

2 cm 2 cm 

2 cm 2 cm 

2 cm 
2 cm 

2 cm 2 cm 

2 cm 2 cm 

2 cm 2 cm 
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core/face interface, the complex state of stress at the crack’s tip aided with the tensile and compressive normal 

stresses at the sandwich bottom and top respective sections lead to the ultimate separation shown in Fig 9. Due to 

the complexity of the delamination mechanism that significantly depends on the morphology of the adhesive layer, 

it is difficult to predict the location of the debonding but it is easier to observe when it may happen by analysing the 

force-displacement or stress-strain diagrams of the sandwiches. Although a stronger adhesion can be achieved by 

thermal curing of the adhesive in an oven or using UV light, both processes are not recommended for the 3D 

printed components to avoid any degradation of PA12 properties and deviation in the bending results [29]. This 

justifies the use of the EL2 Epoxy adhesive which is cold-cured and does not impose any potential change to the 

3D printed material’s properties. Moreover, due to the chemical composition of the core’s material and the complex 

geometry, it is not possible to fabricate an integrated and co-cured sandwich structure that offers a stronger 

adhesion between the sandwich components. 

In addition to the previous analysis related to the face sheet morphology, other factors may contribute to the 

face/core interface debonding. Honeycomb cores show a well-known anticlastic behaviour which induces a 

secondary curvature at each end of the sandwich core when it is under bending. The behaviour is more pronounced 

away from the core’s centre and may contribute to the skins’ delamination on both sides. The Re-entrant structures 

show a synclastic effect characterised by a negative Poisson ratio causing a secondary curvature in the opposite 

direction to that seen in the honeycomb structures, forming a dome-like shape under bending [32]. This variable 

curvature induces out-of-plane shear and normal stresses at the skin-core interface aiding the separation observed in 

Fig 9.  

This syn- and anti-clastic behaviour does not exist in other structural cores such as the pyramidal and the gyroid. 

However, fabrication defects and the weak adhesion points may cause skin separation when the sandwich structure 

experience large plastic deformation. It should be noted that no delamination took place in the pyramidal structures 

during the test until the core failed and caused a localised separation of the skin. This may be attributed to the top 

and bottom supporting frames needed for holding the pyramidal cells together which do not exist in other cores. 

Those frames are design-essential features in the pyramidal cores but not necessary for other cores and they may 

not be ideal as they increase the sandwiches weight. 

3.1 Strength and Stiffness 

Presented in Fig 10 and 11 are the relationships of the force against displacement and stresses against strains 

respectively and both figures contained two subgraphs (a) and (b) to avoid crowded data and to ensure clarity. 

From those figures, a distinct behaviour can be observed for various core structures in terms of the maximum 

flexural load, elastic and plastic strains and sometimes the absence of any noticeable plastic deformation.  

It is also important to note that core structures behaved in a ductile fashion until failure evidenced by the large 

plastic deformation quantified in Fig 10 and 11 with a maximum value of pin’s displacement of 25 mm. The small 

re-entrant core structure supported the largest maximum load of 2119 N, followed by the gyroid and large re-

entrant cores which supported about 2070 N and 2022 N respectively. Both honeycomb structures showed the 

weakest performance by supporting the least maximum load in the range of 441-447 N, while the hierarchical 

pyramid lattice structures showed a moderate performance. 
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(a)       (b)  

Fig 10  

A similar trend can be seen in the stress-strain diagrams, as shown in Fig 11a and b, in which the maximum 

flexural strength was recorded in the case of the small re-entrant structures with a value of 8.8 MPa although the 

ultimate strain was about 30% of that of the large re-entrant. The small re-entrant ultimate strength value is not 

distant from the gyroid sandwich’s strength with about 8.6 MPa, at about 1.3% strain, and with the second-highest 

flexural modulus after that of the large re-entrant cores.  

Although the honeycombs cores achieved the least flexural strength (1.8 MPa at 1.6% strain) among all cores, they 

are the only cores which achieved the largest deflection of about 25.5 mm (17.8% strain at failure) followed by the 

gyroid core with a deflection of 22.8 mm (16% strain). All the rest cores, except the large re-entrant, showed a 

relatively low strain of less than 7% before failure took place. It is pertinent to mention that the recorded flexural 

forces significantly fluctuated against deflection for all cores except for the honeycomb cores whose forces 

changed in a small range of about 300 N.  

The large drops seen in the force curves can be related to the debonding of the skins and degradation of the 

sandwich structure integrity. When delamination occurred, the core started to carry a larger portion of the load, and 

the force gradually rose with the plastic deformation of the cores’ cells until failure took place. Since debonding did 

not occur in the P and HP cores, the force and stress curves only show one peak, representing the cores’ failure. 

The “telegraph-signal” shape detected in some of the curves in Fig 10 and 11 may indicate individual fibres failure 

in the composite sheets which is a well-known behaviour in composite materials failure [33]. The use of carbon 

fibre sheets with a larger number of fibres in the single tow (6k, 12k) may increase the strength of the skin 

composite and could further enhance the performance of the sandwich composites; however, this would have a 

negative impact on the sandwiches’ weight.  
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(a)  (b)  

Fig 11. 

Fig 12 provides a quantitative comparison of the ultimate strength and the flexural modulus among all tested 

panels. It is evident that the re-entrant cores were significantly stronger than the honeycomb HS and HL by about 

4.5 times and had a larger modulus by about 2.5 times. This significant difference between those two types was 

consistent with the results found by Harland et al. [24] who highlighted the superiority of the re-entrant cores over 

conventional Aluminium and 3D printed honeycomb cores due to the auxetic behaviour that promotes increased 

resistance to deformation under bending loads.  

It is pertinent to mention that the use of a reasonable functional sample size such as the one used in this 

investigation makes the deformation and failure mechanism more complicated with the negative Poisson ratio 

effect due to the transverse collapse of the panel’s upper half under compressive stresses, while the bottom half, on 

the contrary, tend to transversally expand under the tensile bending stresses. Additionally, a mixture of both 

behaviours will be experienced in other regions in the core structures.  

 

Fig 12  

It can be proved from Fig 12 that the hierarchal structure reduced the strength of the pyramid core by about a third 

and both structures did not show any significant plastic deformation. This may be related to the presence of the thin 

frame holding the core’s cells together, which was the weakest point and did not allow for an effective transfer of 

the force to the core. Making this feature as thin as possible is essential for reducing the core’s thickness hc and for 
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avoiding any direct contribution to the cores’ stiffness that should be mainly supported by the composite face 

sheets as in all other sandwich panels. From our results, it is recommended that pyramid structures should only be 

used with a 3D printed skins of the same material to ensure the consistency in the support of the face sheets, or 

where larger core frame thickness are permitted. 

Finally, the gyroid (G) structures were very close in their behaviour to the RL by withstanding a very similar force 

and deflection, but without a fracture in the core. The gyroid surface continuous and smooth curvature within the 

core may have significantly promoted smooth load transfer and reduced stress concertation that can easily be 

spotted in other cores structures that include sharp nodes in their design [26]. This can also be the reason behind the 

resistance to fracture at high strain values and the ability to gradually adjust the cells’ shape, making the structure 

more plastic-deformation tolerant and stiffer than other cores. Another advantage of the gyroid structure is its 

periodicity in three-dimensional directions compared to other structures which do not offer isotropic properties in 

all directions and may develop discontinuous strain field that promote failure at the sharp nodes when combined 

with the stress concentration. From this initial observation, a clear advantage of the gyroid cores can be identified.  

 

Fig 13  

According to Fig 13, gyroid cores achieved the maximum stiffness value of about 1310 N/mm while honeycomb 

cores and pyramid cores were located in the low-values range. Although the RS core achieved a higher strength 

than the gyroid by about 3.5%, its stiffness was less than the gyroid by about 4.6%.  

It should be noted that the RL structure showed more flexibility and hence more deformation tolerance than the 

stronger RS structure due to the larger volume fraction (spaces between the cells) that allowed for more efficient 

utilisation of the negative Poisson ratio effect compared to RS cells. Larger volume fraction means that the cells 

have larger inner space to collapse and expand under loading and hence absorb more energy than stronger 

structures with less volume fraction. Therefore, it can be said that the stiffness and the modulus of the RL are 

significantly larger than those of the RS although the latter resisted a larger bending force.   

Given that the areas located under the G and RL stress-strain curves are the largest, those structures are considered 

the toughest and the most damage-tolerant evidenced by the largest stiffness value among all other structures. 

Between those two structures, the gyroid core did not exhibit a fracture failure and recorded the largest stiffness 

value of 1310 N/mm; therefore, it can be said that the gyroid core is the best performing structure of all tested 

sandwiches when both stiffness and strength are considered.   
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3.2 Normalised Strength and stiffness 

To be able to compare the different cores’ performance and their ability to support weight-critical applications, the 

values of strength and stiffness were normalised using the sample weights in Newtons as shown in Fig 14. This 

figure shows that the gyroid core structure provided the highest normalised flexural strength, modulus and stiffness 

of all the sandwich samples tested. 

The pyramid (P) and the RL structures provided the second-highest normalised strength and stiffness respectively, 

pushing the RS, which was the strongest, to the relatively low-values range. Consistent with their position in the 

strength and stiffness values, the honeycomb cores did not offer a significant normalised strength and stiffness 

values. 

(a)   (b)  

Fig 14  

It is pertinent to mention that the weight of Nylon PA12 cores evaluated in this investigation not only can be 

adapted by changing their cells’ size and shape and the cores’ overall dimensions, but it can also be significantly 

reduced by adopting a variable resolution across the core that can be coarse towards the edges and fine at the core’s 

centre where the minimum and maximum loads and stresses are respectively located. Design considerations such as 

the requirement for assembly hardpoints or fixing holes can also be satisfied and incorporated into the core’s 

design, eliminating the need for post-machining and its associated defects that may act as stress raisers. Tailored to 

the application of interest, individual design optimisation studies can be carried out for each core to optimise the 

cores design, weight and cost. However, this type of studies is beyond this article’s scope. 

4. Conclusions 

In this article, the strength and stiffness of various novel 3D printed core structures were investigated and compared 

to conventional structures. From this work the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The small Re-entrant sandwich supported the largest load of about 2120 N among all tested cores. 

2. Despite withstanding large strain values, the two honeycomb cores’ performance was the poorest in terms 

of the flexural ultimate strength and stiffness. 

3. The large Re-entrant and the Gyroid sandwiches were the toughest among all tested cores.   

4. The gyroid core structure however showed the highest damage tolerance characteristics without fracture, 

even after a deflection of 25 mm. 

5. The gyroid core structure achieved the highest strength and stiffness to weight ratio which is vital in all 

weight-critical applications such as motorsport and aerospace. 
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Appendix 

(a)               (b)   

(c)   

Fig A-1  

(a)                (b)   

(c)  

Fig A-2  
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Fig A-3  

The pyramids were constructed using a strut angle of 47.5º and an overall thickness of 15 mm, consistently with the 

other sandwiches. When adding a hierarchy, a corrugated structure was placed at 2 mm intervals. 

 

Fig A-4  
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Fig A-5  
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Figures Captions 

 

Fig 1. (a) A CAD model of the Honeycomb core structures (b) 3D printed sample. 

Fig 2. (a) A CAD model of the Re-entrant honeycomb core structures (b) 3D printed sample. 

Fig 3. (a) A CAD model of the pyramid lattice structures (b) 3D printed sample (c) A side view showing the struts 

Fig 4. (a) A CAD model of the hierarchical pyramid lattice structures (b) 3D printed sample (c) A side view 

showing the hierarchical struts 

Fig 5. (a) A CAD model of a triply periodic minimal surfaces structure (Gyroid) core structures (b) 3D printed 

sample. 

Fig 6. (a) A face composite sheet using carbon fibre 2/2 twill weave 3k 240g (b) the layers lay-up angles 

Fig 7. Basic dimensions of the sandwich panels. 

Fig 8. Three-point bending test setup (a) span distance (b) loading pin position on the sample 

Fig 9. Composite sandwiches prepared for testing (left) and the deformed sandwich panels after the three points 

bending test (right) 

Fig 10. Loading force in Newtons against displacement for (a) HL, RL, HP and G and (b) HS, RS and P cores.   

Fig 11. Flexural Stress and strains for (a) HL, RL, HP and G and (b) HS, RS and P cores 

Fig 12. The flexural ultimate strength and modulus obtained from the three-point bending test 

Fig 13. The flexural stiffness [N/mm] calculated as the ratio of the maximum bending load and its corresponding 

displacement 

Fig 14. The normalised/specific (a) flexural ultimate strength and modulus (b) flexural stiffness 

 

 

Appendix 

Fig A-1. Dimensions of the (a) large and (b) small honeycomb structures unit cell (c) a three-dimensional CAD 

model 

Fig A-2. Dimensions of the (a) large and (b) small re-entrant structures unit cell (c) a three-dimensional CAD 

model 

Fig A-3. Dimensions of the gyroid core structures 

Fig A-4. Dimensions of the pyramid core structures 

Fig A-5. Dimensions of the hierarchal pyramid core structures 
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Tables Captions 

 

 Table 1. Process parameters and Nylon PA2200 material properties [29, 30] 

 


